SPICED ALES

ISAAC

BIÈRE BLANCHE - 5.0% alc./vol.

A glass draws you in with the creamy
head, the hazy and light apricot hue and
a scent of yeast and citrus fruits that fade
into spiced harmonies of coriander and
orange peel.
ISAAC is perfect for an aperitif or with
fresh foods and summer dishes. Fresh to
the palate with a light body, smooth and
drinkable.
Baladin ISAAC 24 x 11.2.OZ./330 ML
Baladin ISAAC 6 x 750 ML
Baladin ISAAC 20L KEG (Slim American
Sankey)

NORA

“HISTORICAL EGYPTIAN RECIPE /
GRUIT - 6.8% alc./vol.

Based on an ancient Egyptian beer recipe
that incorporates unmalted Kamut, an
heirloom variety of wheat, and is spiced
with ginger, myrrh, and orange peel.
Full-bodied with a warm, orange-amber
color that is complemented by a tall head.
Citrus and spice dominate, with a note of
bitter resin in the finish.

Birrificio Baladin
Piozzo, Piemonte, Italy

Baladin NORA 24 x 11.2OZ. /330ML
Baladin NORA 6 x 25.4OZ. /750ML
Baladin NORA 20L KEG
(Slim American Sankey)

WAYAN

BIÈRE SAISON - 6.8% alc./vol.

Brewed with 5 cereals: barley, spelt,
wheat, rye and buckwheat - and a secret
blend of 9 spices.
Fizzy and refreshing, with a light, slightly
cloudy color.
Its aromas are reminiscent of the countryside, sun-soaked citrus orchards, and
perfectly combine with notes of orange
blossoms, pear, and bergamot.
Baladin WAYAN 24 x 11.2OZ./ 330 ML
Baladin WAYAN 6 x 25.4OZ. /750 ML
Baladin WAYAN 4 x 1.5 L
Baladin WAYAN SOUR 6 x 25.4OZ./750ML

Our search for the world’s most unique
beers has brought us to Piozzo, right outside of Torino, Italy. In this village of 1,000
inhabitants, directly across from the town
hall, lies Le Baladin, an extremely unusual
brewpub and microbrewery. “Baladin” is a
French term referring to a “traveling minstrel.‚“ The owner, Teo Musso, thought
that this would be a fitting name for his
brewery as the townspeople are known for
moving around, especially between Italy
and France. Upon visiting the brewery and
meeting Teo, one finds that he is a very
entertaining minstrel and has, thus, chosen
the perfect name for his place.
Teo studied at some of the best small
breweries throughout Europe in order
to learn his craft. He has worked most
closely with another eccentric B. United
International supplier, Jean-Louis Dits of
Brasserie a Vapeur. Like Jean-Louis, Teo
loves experimentation and never works by
the books.
Imported by:

PURE MALT ALES

HOPPY ALES

SUPER FLOREALE

DRY HOPPED ITALIAN TRIPEL 8% alc./vol.
Super Floreale undoubtedly follows the current trend of bitter beers,
but without taking it too far! Super
Floreale has plenty of hop character given by the generous use of American “Amarillo” hops - but it remains
true to its Baladin identity and strikes
a perfect balance with notes of caramel, dried fruit (just a hint) and the
bitterness of the hops.
Baladin SUPER FLOREALE
24 x 330 ML
Baladin SUPER FLOREALE
6 x 750 ML
Baladin SUPER FLOREALE 20L Slim American Sankey Keg

BIRRA NAZIONALE

LEÖN

FIRST 100% ITALIAN BEER 6.5% alc./vol.

DARK ALE - 9% alc./vol.
Dark, with a good head, Leön mesmerizes
with its explosion of scents and aromas
which evoke a festive atmosphere, full of
cuddles and lazy times.
Originally created as a Christmas ale, its
chocolate notes mixed with the aromas of
dried fruit, licorice and toffee are
unforgettable.
Baladin LEÖN

24 x 330 ML

Baladin NAZIONALE 24 x 11.2OZ./ 330 ML
Baladin NAZIONALE 6 x 25.4OZ. /750 ML
Baladin NAZIONALE 24 x 11.2OZ./ 330ML
CANS
Baladin NAZIONALE 20L Slim American
Sankey Keg

Nazionale is the result of a search that
started a few years ago at Birreria Le
Baladin to create an artisanal beer made
with 100% Italian ingredients. This
quest lead the brewery to collaborating
with grain farmers throughout the
country and helping to establish some of
the first hop farms in the Mediterranean
country. Thanks to the cooperation with
the Agricultural Institute of
Cussanio, and “Tecnogranda” in Cuneo,
Baladin Nazionale is the FIRST
100% ITALIAN BEER obtained solely
from Italian raw materials.
The barley is grown and malted in Basilicata, in southern Italy. The hops used,
Cascade and Magnum, are 80% produced
in an experimental field in the town
of Cussanio, in Piedmont and the remaining 20% are from Emilia-Romagna.
While the spices used in the recipe, Bergamot peel and Coriander hail from
the southern Italian region of Calabria.
Nazionale is a delicate and accessible
beer where the ingredients meet in a
harmonious and original way, giving life
to what, for us, is the first true
“100% Italian ALE” in name, intent and
fact!
Nazionale is excellent as an aperitif
and goes well with nearly any dish.
Salute!

BALADIN CELLAR - TEO MUSSO RESERVE

Only Produced every 2 years! Still, uncarbonated barleywine style ales aged in wine barrels of the highest pedigree, then
blended for optimal aroma, and flavor complexity. Reminiscent of desert wines, ideally served as a digestif
or an accompaniment to a fine desert.

XYAUYÙ FUMÉ
14% alc./vol.

14% alc./vol.

XYAUYÙ KIOKE

XYAUYÙ BARREL

Dark ruby red color, clear, flat and with
no head. Its peaty scents and malty notes
- typical of whisky - are well balanced on
a strong and warm body, which opens to
caramel notes in the finish.

Xyauyù Kioke has a deep ruby, clear color
and has no head. Its scents include subtle
notes of cypress berries, dates and caramel,
with a faint hint of incense. When sipped,
the woody and fresh notes of cypress combine wonderfully with delicate resinous
touches and a hint of umami.
The finish is vaguely herbaceous, bitter
and acidic.

Xyauyù Barrel has a deep ruby, clear color
and has no head. Its scents are reminiscent
of vanilla and caramel, and are accompanied by smooth notes of wood, raisins and
almonds. While sipping it, the tastes of
caramel, vanilla and fruit in syrup emerge.
They blend harmoniously with the typical
warmth of this barley wine with surprising
notes of the best rums, in whose disused
barrels Xyayù Barrel is aged.

Baladin XYAUYÙ KIOKE
2 x 16.9 OZ./ 500 ML bottles

Baladin XYAUYÙ BARREL
2 x 16.9 OZ./ 500 ML bottles

When you sip it, the caramel and smoky
notes coming from the aging barrels blend
harmoniously and persist in the final, after
a brief appearance of hints of ripe fruit.
Baladin XYAUYÙ FUMÉ
2 x 16.9 OZ./ 500 ML bottles

14% alc./vol.

XYAUYÙ 2014
14% alc./vol.

A macro-oxidized beer with a clear, ruby color and no head. Its scent releases fruity
notes of dry plums and caramel notes. As Xyauyù gets more and more in contact with
oxygen, the smell of chocolate intensifies and blends with the other aromas to create a
mix of nougat, nuts and wood.
The taste is very complex and surprising: a unique product that evolves on notes of
caramel, chocolate, vanilla and wood, creating an unstoppable kaleidoscope of feelings
and emotions.
Baladin XYAUYÙ 2014

Baladin METODO CLASSICO
BIÈRE DE CHAMPAGNE – BRUT BIÈRE
10% alc./vol.

Its slightly hazy light amber color and its white head are the prelude
to a very special beer- Delicate scents of fruit and cereals are accompanied by notes of caramel and subtle hints of citrus fruits.
The taste confirms the very rich but balanced scents. The warm component and the exuberant fizziness help to appreciate the full value
of this beer, which might appear to be a little sweet at first sip.

Baladin MÉTODO CLASSICO 6 x 25.4OZ. /750 ML

SIDRO/ CIDER

BALADIN CIDER /
SIDRO BALADIN
APPLE CIDER
5% alc./vol.

A drink linked to the earth, to tradition and the quintessential biblical fruit, the fruit
of sin… A combination between the French-Belgian tradition and the typical apple
juice of Piedmont, our cider is the product of the spontaneous fermentation of apples.
Baladin’s cider is produced in collaboration with our French friends from Cidrerie
Maeyaert.
Fresh and genuine, its color is clear and with a fine perlage. It smells of flowers and
spring meadows, and leaves a delicate and persistent taste. Excellent as an aperitif,
ideal for informal meetings and romantic dates.
Baladin SIDRO

12 x 8.4oz

IMPORTED BY

BALADIN COLA

THE FIRST FAIR TRADE COLA!
“Cola Baladin” is a soft drink which
contains no coloring or preservative and is
produced with the kola nuts bought from
the “Kola Slow Food Presidium” in Sierra
Leone, and part of the revenues from its
sales will be donated to the Slow Food
Foundation for Biodiversity to support the
Presidium project.
Another important and rather odd thing
about this drink: the use of these nuts, and
the necessary choice not to use artificial
colorings, means that this new Baladin
drink has a rather “unusual” color for a
cola: IT’S RED! This red color sets it
apart from more “commercial” products
and makes it immediately clear that our
intent is not only to make a profit: our
drink is also a sign to show consumers that
it often takes very little to play our part in
supporting those who cannot even support
themselves. Sierra Leone is one of the
unfortunately too many African countries
tormented by both political and economic
wars and fights. Ours may be a niche
production, but we believe it will help us
give the word SUSTAINABILY its full
and important meaning.

SPUMA NERA
CHINOTTO SODA

Spuma Nera, or “dark Spuma” as it
was once called, may be considered the
“mother” of chinotto.
We have chosen to go back to the traditional recipe: citrus myrtifolia, the red part
of rhubarb roots, vanilla and an orange
zest infusion.
Of course, no artificial coloring or
preservatives are added.

BALADIN SOFT DRINKS

BALADIN GINGER

BITTER ORANGE CITRUS SODA.
THIS IS NOT A GINGER ALE!
It is named after Ginger Rogers, the iconic
redhead Hollywood star.
No ginger is used in this recipe!
Its ingredients are simply water, natural
brown sugar, lemon juice, carbonation and
the unmistakable infusion of herbs, zests
of bitter and sweet oranges from Gargano
PGI, spices and vanilla which give the
drink its distinctive aroma and flavor.

CEDRATA

AROMATIC LEMON CITRUS SODA
A journey searching for the taste of times
gone by. A taste that our memory has registered but has been hiding for a very long
time. This is Cedrata Baladin.
Just water, natural brown sugar, lemon
juice, carbon dioxide and the infusion of
Calabria citrons from Diamante, which
give it all its aroma and flavor. Cedrata
Baladin is produced with simple and
selected ingredients and contains
no colorings or preservatives.

MELA ZEN
TONICA AL FIENO

HAY TONIC WATER with SPRING HAY
FROM THE ITALIAN ALPS
Inspired by classic Indian tonic water, it is
characterized by flowery and herbaceous
notes given by the skillfully measured
use of spring hay - the one that is cut first
and is the most fragrant – from the Alps
around Cuneo. The quinine bitterness
pleasantly rounds off the balanced taste,
which makes this tonic water perfect as a
refreshing and thirst-quenching drink.

A REALLY “ZEN” DRINK
With his soft drinks, such as Cola, Teo has
managed to refine and modernize “good
old” tastes, interpreting them in a very innovative way. But it is Mela Zen that truly
marks the beginning of pure experimentation. This is a small batch drink, made
with the clear intention to get in contact
with those who drink it to create a new
taste together.
The recipe contains apples and ginger, two
excellent products of farming. Fresh, tasty,
intriguing… Let’s discover it together.

Non Alcoholic				
Baladin TONICA AL FIENO Alpine Hay Tonic Water
Baladin All Natural Free Trade COLA
Baladin CEDRATA Lemon Citrus Soda
Baladin GINGER (Orange Soda with Vanilla)
Baladin SPUMA Nera Traditional Soda
Baladin MELA ZEN Apple and Ginger Soda

12 x 11.2OZ./ 330ML
12 x 11.2OZ. / 330ML
12 x 11.2OZ. / 330ML
12 x 11.2OZ. / 330ML
12 x 11.2OZ. / 330ML
12 x 11.2OZ. / 330ML

